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About This Game

Elven Love will let you feel ancient magic on your skin! Immerse into mystical and mysterious worlds of Wood and Moon
Elves.

Despite shared ancestors, both races are different in many ways and falling in love between them is very unusual. For those rare
occasions, they have an ancient ritual of love which must to be done for the reunion of both kin.

In this experience, you will be witnessing ceremony preparations of two elves, connected by the spiritual bond of love.

Features:

Use magical wands to pose the elves, move them and do other interesting activities

High-quality elves models with custom skin solution

Two unique races with individual culture, surroundings etc.

Unique mystical, fantasy atmosphere

Immerse yourself into this experience by completing different puzzles

Watch elves dance with a passion for you
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Title: Elven Love
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Red Vibe Studio
Publisher:
Red Vibe Studio
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Representation matters, guys. 10/10 would become a ghost again. Well done, the deceivingly hard questions really throw you for
a loop. Wish this developer would make an Adventure or Action game one day, really looking forward to future offerings.. If
you love Bomberman, you'll love this.. Its a good addon but can be improved alot and could have had alot more added it is hard
to stop and but very easy to start and fly and have fun i rate this 7\/10. Your actions have no impact on anything. You don't
actually have any objectives, you can undertake missions but they don't actually have any impact on anything so why bother. So
in short the game sets you no real goals, anything you do has no impact on the world, which isn't exactly what one would want
from a spy game.. Very retro game, but a bit unstable, and it doesn't quite do justice to its name and what it implies.

It is a very simple drawn god sim, where you first create land in an infinate oceanic environment, where then 2 survivors are
added. Then its just a matter of building houses, farms, mines and whatnot to facilitate the production of resources needed to
feed the inhabitants and the expansion of your settlement.

Like I said, the graphics are very simple, as is the sound \/ music. As is the interface, but I would even go further than just
calling it simple, as it is lacking as well; Some resources are simply not shown and others are insufficiently elaborated.

The help gives you some idea, but a lot of functionality simply doesn't seem to be in the game, such as the upgrading of
buildings. I got 1 building to try to upgrade, followed by a game crash...so...ya...there's that...

Might be something for the collectors out there that want a simple island editor, which is all it seems to be (again, you need to
actually create the island yourself), for a 5 minute break at work or something, because that is really all it is good for...

It seems like a project for a beginning developer (and one that has a LOOONG way to go), which is in itself not a bad thing. But
maybe it could use some more work, or not be made available to the public, or at least not Steam. This may not be the right
platform to publish this early work on. There are a lot of communities and platforms out there that this sort of thing is great for,
but Steam users generally expect a little bit...more.... Its okay but its old and little bit gltiche maybe fix it little
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Only two hours in and already a review?
Well, the game made me laugh.

Midway is a serious game that allows you to just do anything you like: fly a plane into dogfights, order a battleship to pound
your enemies or sneak around with a sub. It is an easy game to learn for the most part but hard to master. The game doesn't do
much handholding because it is probably made for a time when a game came with an instruction manual as part of the package,
so you either need to go to the internet or just figure out the controls for yourself and pray you get used to them before you get
gunned down by a Zero or broadsided by the Yamato.

The game leads to silly moments, like I am still unable to figure out how to dive bomb a ship, so I find myself often smashing
into it Kamikaze style. One hilarious moment was when I got the control over a destroyer and was told to sail to the other end of
a canal. While I got attacked by planes, a battery and torpedo boats I thought, geez, lets just bomb the Japanese base to
smithereens, which I proceeded to do. After returning with an seriously busted ship to the end of the canal feeling smug for
wrecking the Japanese base and everything in it, I got the message that I was about to be engaged by a destroyer. The fight that
ensued was totally awesome as I managed to outmanouver the enemy so it got stuck between me and the coast, forcing it to slow
down and thus giving me the opportunity to give it a full load of torpedos, most of which missed, but enough hit home to sink it.

Fun game if you don't take it seriously.

. Haven't gotten far, but so far I'm enjoying the heck out of it.

Complex, but for an old JRPG veteran like me its a lot of fun. Just don't be surprised if it turns newcomers to the genre off.
This is something for people who grew up in the 16-bit era playing stuff like Chrono Trigger, Alundra, and the like. The kind of
guys who dream in turn based combat.. Pretty dank not gonna lie. The game is a bit rough in the beginning so the game doesn't
give the best first impression.
But once you manage to get through the first few championship and unlock some better watercrafts then the whole game gets so
much better. It's definitely not perfect and it's not a game for everyone. But if you like racing which isn't super arcade-ish then
this might be a game for you.. Beautiful game!. This good better than DOTA 2. Decent Bomberman clone, works well in LAN.
Sadly, still light years away from what Atomic Bomberman gave you 20 years ago (and today, with a bit of faith and an IPX
emulator).

Having to register to play and the clunky interface don't help much.. A neat idea for a multiplayer shooter but literally noone is
online. You can't find a game... Its a shame, but unfortunately this is the curse of indie multiplayer only titles... hopefully a sale
or a bundle revives the userbase. Will reevaluate review at that point.. Much like the Qix arcade game of the 80's and just as fun
and addictive. Superb little indie game that should'nt be passed up. Great soundtrack too.. Really good game to play when you
are bored! But they need to add more got characters
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